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Program Overview 
 

Imagine sitting down with a friend who has successfully published and sold a book. She walks 

you through the basics, sharing tips and lessons-learned. Now imagine getting this kind of 

information and insight from three friends—that was the TVCF panel’s goal for the March 2017 

program. 

 

The program walked the audience through the entire process, touching on these topics:  

 

Inspiration What prompted each of us to write a book? 
 

Writing How did we make time? 

Did we use an editor and/or proofreader—why or why not? 
 

Interior Design 
& Layout 

Was it the same for print and Ebook? 

Did we get professional help—why or why not? 
 

Cover How was the cover designed? 
 

Publisher 
& ISBN 

What’s the deal with publishers and ISBNs? 

What are the options, which route did we each take? (And why.) 
 

Getting the 
Book Made 

How do print books get printed: what are the options? 

How are Ebooks made: what are the options? 
 

Selling the Book Which retailers and distributors did we choose, and why? 
 

Bonus! The scoop on audio books from Becky Parker Geist. Well…a start. 

 

The Handout / This Document 
 

The best way to get input and insight from the full panel was of course to attend the program. 

However, our panelists invite you to contact them to talk about writing, publishing, and selling a 

book (see the next page for contact information). 

 

In addition, because the handout was designed to be a reference, it may be useful to those who 

did not attend. This document slightly revises the handout and provides the following: 

 

 Clarification of commonly-mind-boggling topics; including ISBNs, what a “publisher” really 

is, and how print and Ebooks actually get made. 

 

 Starter notes on audio books. 

 

 The panel’s favorite resources, and how much things cost for their latest book. 
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Plugs for the Panel 
 

Kevin McGourty is author of The Innovator’s Playbook - Discovering and transforming great 

ideas into breakthrough new products. Kevin shared his experience in bringing a book to market, 

including its effect on his successful consulting business. 

 

Kevin used services from Createspace (Amazon), which may be a good fit for many consultants. 

He will be happy to talk with you about this, as well as his consulting services. 

 

INPDCenter.com 

510.403.1727 

 

Becky Parker Geist is author of Audiobook Toolkit for Authors - How to SUCCESSFULLY 

record your own audiobook 

 

Becky has extensive experience with creating and selling audio books. She is also is board 

president of the Bay Area Independent Publishers Association (BAIPA.org), and brought that 

wider wisdom to the table, along with her personal experience.  

 

Becky invites you to contact her about audio books, and encourages you to attend BAIPA 

meetings to get access to tremendous resources and support. 

 

Proaudiovoices.com 

415.559.9273 

 

Shawn A. Greene is author of I’d Rather Have a Root Canal Than do Cold Calling! - Who says 

telemarketing has to be torture? 

 

Including the recently-released 3
rd

 edition of the above, Shawn has successfully written and 

published a half-dozen books and has made thousands in sales over the past 16 years. 

 

In addition to training for sales performance, Shawn provides instructional design services. She 

designed the format and flow of the panel, facilitated discussion, and created this document. 

Shawn invites you to contact her about writing and publishing, as well as training and design 

services. 

 

SavageandGreene.com 

510.237.8323  

 

Plug for the Tri Valley Consultants Forum 
 

TVCF is committed to helping its members and guests build a healthy, thriving and profitable 

business consulting practice. This organization meets in San Ramon, California. These notes are 

from just one program. Guests are welcome! 

 

www.tvcfconsultants.org 

 

http://inpdcenter.com/
https://www.baipa.org/
https://proaudiovoices.com/
http://www.savageandgreene.com/
http://www.tvcfconsultants.org/
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Bar codes show 
the ISBN 

and list price 

Lingo alert: 
“Distribution” 
“Distributors”  
also refers to 

selling and 
retailers 

ISBN: International Standard Book Number 
 

 An ISBN is a specific number assigned to a specific publication in a specific medium. 

 Identifies the publisher: the entity to contact about selling or buying the publication. 
 

Example: “The Innovator’s Playbook” in paperback 

ISBN 9781503387874   Publisher is CreateSpace Publishing (which is owned by Amazon) 
   

Example: “I’d Rather Have a Root Canal Than do Cold Calling!” 3
rd

 edition in paperback 

ISBN 9780970273109   Publisher is SuccessWorks (which is owned by Shawn Greene) 

 

Two common ways independent authors approach being “published” 
 

 Use a service that includes the publisher / receive ISBNs from them 
 

As publisher, the service assigns an ISBN, deals with any inquiries, etc. One such service is 

CreateSpace, which is owned by Amazon. Authors can use CreateSpace as their publisher on 

a stand-alone basis, or as part of a package of services. 
 

Kevin chose a packaged service. Among other things, the package includes putting his book 

for sale not just on Amazon, but also Barnes and Noble.  
 

This works great for Kevin! But if he wanted to sell his book in independent bookstores or 

stocked in libraries, CreateSpace/Amazon would fall short. 

 

 Create and use their own publishing entity / buy their own ISBNs 
 

Bowker is the official source for ISBNs in the U.S. Authors create their account there and 

buy ISBNs. (Google “Bowker Identifier” to get full information.) As their own publisher, 

authors assign each ISBN, deal with inquiries, etc. 
 

For example, Shawn created a publishing entity and named it SuccessWorks. As her own 

publisher, Shawn is free to sell her book where she wants. 
 

Works great for Shawn! But dealing with the popular retailers and the less popular retailers 

and independent bookstores and libraries would involve a lot of work. 
 

And may use Distribution Services 
 

Distributors provide access to a broad array of retailers in a one-stop-arrangement for self-

published authors. 
 

For example, Becky created a publishing entity and named it Pro Audio Voices. Becky 

wants to sell her book via more outlets than Shawn does, including independent 

bookstores and libraries, so she uses a distributor. 
 

Becky chose IngramSpark because they’re known for working well with independent 

bookstores and libraries. IngramSpark will also get her print book on Amazon, etc. They 

take a tiny cut of her royalties, and save her a ton of hassle. 

 

http://www.ingramspark.com/
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Ebook 
distributors 

are  
also called 

Ebook 
“aggregators.” 

Relationship between Publisher and ISBN still applies - with a twist 
 

Do you need an ISBN for a print book? Yes, absolutely.  

 

Do you need an ISBN for an Ebook? Not necessarily. 

 

 If you have an ISBN assigned to your Ebook, it will be used.  
 

 If you do not have an ISBN assigned to your Ebook, the major retailers (Amazon, iBooks, 

and B&N) will give your Ebook its own retailer-specific tracking number.  
 

Amazon calls its tracking number an ASIN. Like “Kleenex,” we sometimes refer to any of these numbers as an ‘ASIN.’ 
 

In fact; when you get an Ebook ready for sale on Amazon and Barnes and Noble, there is a 

place to enter an “optional” ISBN but neither offer to sell or give you an ISBN—something 

they would be eager to do with the print book. 

 

Ah, but should you have an ISBN for your Ebook? It’s really up to each author. Before you 

decide, be aware you may need more than one ISBN for your Ebook. Here’s why: 
 

 Kindle/Amazon uses a unique Ebook format called MOBI. You’d need one ISBN for this 

format and retailer. 
 

 All of the other Ebook retailers and devices, including iBooks/Apple, and Nook/Barnes & 

Noble, use a format called ePUB. You’d need a separate ISBN for the ePUB version. 

 

Some distributors require ISBNs for Ebooks 
 

Remember our hassle-saving distributors? These exist for Ebooks, too. 
 

One popular distributor is Smashwords. If you cruise onto their website, you may notice 

they offer to give you ISBNs or you can use your own. In other words, they require ISBNs 

for Ebooks. 
 

If you keep digging, Smashwords tells you the ISBN they give you means they are shown 

as publisher but as far as they’re concerned you are publisher. They also say you should not 

use the ISBN they gave you anywhere else. Tip: Probably best to use your own ISBN.  

 

What about the publisher for Ebooks? 
 

If you work directly with Amazon, B&N, and iBooks:  
 

 The “publisher” is optional because an ISBN is optional. (If an ISBN is assigned to the 

Ebook, there’s a publisher that goes with it.) What’s required is information for the owner of 

the rights to the book. In most cases that is you, the author.  
 

If you use a distributor like Smashwords: 
 

 A publisher must exist because most distributors require an ISBN. In this case, the publisher 

will either be yourself and you assign the ISBN, or the publisher will be Smashwords and 

they assign an ISBN. 

  

https://www.smashwords.com/
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How to decide whether you need / want ISBNs for your Ebook 
 

 You can always gather opinions and go from there. You’re likely to hear conflicting 

opinions, but that’s true for almost anything associated with writing and selling a book. 

 
Tip: Many self-published authors will consider you to be less serious if you do not use ISBNs with your Ebooks. Be prepared 
to defend your position…or just keep that detail to yourself. 

 

 You may want to decide based on your preferred retailers. Check each retailer’s website for 

current information on their ISBN requirements. How many ISBNs would you need? 

(Remember to count the ISBN for a print version.) 
 

See how much ISBNs cost on the Bowker website—the official source for those who want to 

be self-published—and decide from there. 

 

 Alternately, you might focus on finding a reputable distributor/aggregator to get your Ebook 

into retail stores, etc. Check each distributor’s website for current information on their ISBN 

services and requirements. 
 

Tip: Smashwords is an excellent Ebook distributor everywhere except Amazon. Many 

authors using Smashwords handle Amazon themselves. 

 

About Ebooks for sale through iBooks, with or without ISBN 
 

Windows-users will need access to a Mac. Here’s why: 
 

 iBooks is part of Apple. Windows-users can set up and manage most of an Ebook sales 

account. (It’s the same account used to buy things on iTunes.) 
 

 However, special software that runs only on a Mac is required to upload the Ebook file and 

cover file. You also need this special software to complete opening your Ebook sales 

account.  
 

 Once the Ebook is uploaded and approved for sale by iBooks, Windows-users are good to go 

and won’t need a Mac. 

 

That is yet another reason many people like to use Ebook distributors (they’ll take care of the 

whole thing).  

 

Another viable option is to get help from a Mac-using friend, or use a Mac available through 

your local library. Note: You will be entering sensitive information, such as bank account 

numbers, so choose access wisely. 
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What do ISBNs look like? Here are ten ISBNs from Shawn’s Publisher account on Bowker 
(She has ten more that are not yet assigned) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Our Panelists’ ISBN Choices 
 

 Kevin McGourty Shawn Greene Becky Parker Geist 

Print book ISBN provided by Amazon Used own ISBNs Used own ISBNs 

Ebook No ISBN Self-published but did not 

use ISBNs 

Self-published and used 

own ISBNs 

 

3rd Edition now for sale 

Recorded a nifty CD 

Book customized for financial advisors  

and sold on Horsesmouth.com 

2nd Edition 

1st Edition 

 Same CD, new title 
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How Print Books are Printed 
 

There are two common options: 
 

 Print on Demand (POD) - Books are Printed When Ordered 
 

Amazon (CreateSpace) and Barnes and Noble (NookPress) offer POD. Many distributors 

offer POD, as well. Because this type of printing is so tightly connected to ordering, it may 

be best to use this approach: 
 

Use CreateSpace’s POD for books sold on Amazon (Amazon owns CreateSpace) 
 

Use a distributor’s POD for other retailers, including Barnes & Noble 
 

Or if your only other retail outlet is Barnes & Noble, use their POD service for sales from 

their website (Note: it appears they require an ISBN unique to print books sold on their site.) 

 
Getting Your Own Copies on Demand 
 

Any service providing Print on Demand will let you order copies for far less than retail. You 

are free to use or sell these as you wish. (Amazon has rules about selling these but rarely, if 

ever, enforces them.) 

 

 Short-run Printers 
 

These printers specialize in printing paperbacks in low numbers—100 or fewer up to 10,000 

or so.  
 

You print whatever number of books you wish, then fulfill orders from retailers like Amazon, 

Barnes and Noble, Powell’s and other independent bookstores. 
 

Shawn used a short-run printer, United Graphics, for the first and second edition (at that time, 

POD quality was not as good). She asked them for an estimate of a 236 page book so you can 

see what kind of upfront investment would be required: 
 

  100 books $1,000  Including tax and shipping 

1000 books $2,800  Including tax and freight 

3000 books $6,300  Including tax and freight 
 

Fulfilling Orders from Inventory 
 

Amazon has an excellent program for those who have an inventory of books to sell (books 

already printed). It’s called Amazon Advantage. Shawn used this program for years. Boxes 

of books lived in her office and under the guest bed, dwindling away as they were sold.  
 

The downside of this approach includes greater upfront investment, more dust bunnies, and 

dealing with inventory for taxes. The upside is convenient immediate access to books for 

workshops, back of the room sale, and give-aways. (It was also fun to see the orders roll in.) 

  

http://www.ugllc.net/
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How Ebook Files are Created 
 

Two common options: 

 

 Use Each Retailer’s Conversion Tools and Convert Your Own Manuscript 
 

Amazon, Barnes and Noble, and Apple each have an Ebook conversion system or software 

program. These accept Word and other files, convert to the required Ebook file format, and 

let you preview the finished product before taking it live for sale. 
 

Many authors are presumably happy with this direct route. However, none of our panel 

members chose to do this…which is the hint you think it is.  

 

 Use a Conversion Service 
 

Ebook conversion services abound, but finding a reputable service is important. 
 

One good resource is a retailer’s Ebook-author-site, such as KDP (Kindle Direct Press). This 

is how Shawn found the service she used, which provided both types of Ebook files. 
 

KDP/CreateSpace (Amazon) also offer Ebook conversion services for a fee. This is the route 

Kevin took. He received just the Ebook file that works on Kindles, which suited his goals 

well. 
 

Referrals are of course another excellent way to go. This is how Becky found the service she 

used—a service provided by her book designer. 
 

Last but not least, many Ebook distributors/aggregators offer conversion services. 

 

Note: There Are Two Types of Ebook Files 
 

 ePUB files are used by every Ebook device and bookseller, except Amazon/Kindle. 
 

 Amazon’s Kindles use MOBI files and only MOBI files. 

 

If you use a conversion service other than KDP/CreateSpace (Amazon), be sure to get both types 

of Ebook files—even if you plan to sell only on Amazon. Long story short:  

 

 Having both files ensures you have more options for editing the Ebook, including the 

Kindle/MOBI version, and at less expense. 
 

 Having both files ensures you can more easily expand your market and use other retailers 

and/or distributors, if desired.  
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Audio is Hot! 
 

 Audio book sales projected to grow 40% over last year, which was 32% over the year before. 
 

 Audio can be as short or long as desired—from a snippet to put on a website, to an entire 

audio book. 
 

 Options for making the recording also range from recording yourself, to hiring a voiceover 

pro. 
 

 Production—making the sound clear and in the file formats required—usually requires a 

professional. However, cost of services range quite a bit. 

 

Two Options for Selling Your Audio Book 
 

 AuthorsRepublic.com 
 

An aggregator/distributor that can get your audio book into retailers. They’ll take a small cut, 

but check out the long list of retailers on their website. 
 

They also offer services similar to what you’d find for Ebooks and print books. 

 

 ACX 
 

They focus on getting your audio book on Audible (Amazon subscription) and iTunes. 

 

Want to know more? 
 

Contact Becky, buy her book, or go to ProAudioVoices.com 

 

 

https://authorsrepublic.com/
http://www.acx.com/
https://www.proaudiovoices.com/
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From Becky Parker Geist 
 
Please note: Some recommended resources were not necessarily used for her latest book project. 
 

Her book (for sale at authortoolkits.com):  

Audiobook Toolkit for Authors: How to SUCCESSFULLY Record Your Own Audiobook 
 
Website and audiobook services: proaudiovoices.com/ 
 
Self-published author. Fresh set of ISBNs cost $250 
 
Editor: Jai Conley www.jaiconley.com - $307 (For about 20,500 words) 
 
Proofreader: Linda Jay www.wordsbylj.com  (Don’t let the website put you off. Linda is very good) 
 
Layout, Covers, Ebook conversion: Andy Parker of Andy Parker Design www.andyparkerdesign.com 
(Cover design was $100) 
 
Website: Todd Walker of Entropic Studio www.entropicstudio.com 
 

 For education, support, resources and enjoyment: BAIPA.org 

 

General guidelines as per many experts / members of BAIPA.org 
To maximize sales through a very broad array of retailers with as little hassle as possible 

 
Print books 

To get your print book selling on Amazon: Use CreateSpace 

Printer for print books for sale on Amazon: Use CreateSpace’s Print on Demand (POD) 

Printer and distributor for most other print retailers, including independent bookstores and 
libraries: Use IngramSpark and their POD service 

Tip: Amazon says it will sell to independent bookstores, but those bookstores will not work with Amazon 

 
Ebooks 

To get your Ebook selling on Amazon: Use KPD (Kindle Direct Publishing) 

To get your Ebook selling at most other Ebook retailers, use this distributor: Smashwords 
 
Audiobooks 

 To get your audiobook selling at most retailers, including Amazon, use this distributor: 
 AuthorsRepublic 

  

https://www.proaudiovoices.com/
https://www.baipa.org/
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From Kevin McGourty 
 
His book (for sale on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and more): 

The Innovator’s Playbook: Discovering and Transforming Great Ideas Into Breakthrough New Products 

Available in print and Kindle 
 
Website/book page: inpdcenter.com/playbook 
 
Copyeditor and proofreader: Maggie Dennison  www.mymarketingmessage.com - $1,800 
 
Writing coach and resource: Daphne Gray-Grant  www.publicationcoach.com (purchased her book) 
 
Package from CreateSpace (Amazon)  $1,306 – which included: 

Publisher, and one ISBN for print version 

Interior design that was also suitable for Ebook 

(Changes to interior additional $79 per round) 

Custom cover design, including marketing copy for back 

Marketing and metadata (taglines, keywords, description for website, etc) 

Interior and cover proof 

Conversion to Ebook file (Kindle/MOBI) 

20 free copies of print book 

 
From Shawn A. Greene 
 
Her book (for sale on Amazon, iBooks, Barnes & Noble): 

I’d Rather Have a Root Canal Than Do Cold Calling! Who Says Telemarketing Has To Be Torture? 

3
rd

 Edition available in print on Amazon, and Ebook everywhere else 
 
Self-published author. Fresh set of ISBNs cost $250 
 
Website: savageandgreene.com 
 
Light copyeditor/full proofreader: Cannot recommend person hired - $525 (For about 65,000 words) 
 
Cover design: Sara Waters Design  www.sarawaters.com - $750 
 
Website: www.428designs.com  Upgrades for book, including new home page and two pop-ups - $700 
 
Ebook conversion (also offers print layout):  www.Booknook.biz - $350 + $120 for edits 
Booknook.biz also helped Shawn find fonts licensed for Ebook use, and resolved some formatting issues 

 
Printer: CreateSpace POD – Used two proofs twice - $50, including shipping 

Tip: Get at least two proofs to check color on cover, more if using color interior 

 
In addition – Here’s another strong recommendation for BAIPA and its monthly meetings 

 GET THERE EARLY so you can attend the general meeting that begins at 9 AM (BAIPA.org) 

http://inpdcenter.com/playbook
http://www.savageandgreene.com/

